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ABSTRACT 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is an idea to generate a virtual reality version f a 
hypermarket, complete with shelves, products, product database record, searching 
function and the show way function. Virtual Reality Hypermarket is an onlinc 
operation and navigation in the three dimensional malls and st res. Beside that, it 
provides the searching, add, delete and edit the database record or the hypcrrnark 1 
stock. 
Jn the main page, the client can decide whether want to go t YR shopping r g f r 
the main page of the website. For the YR hopping, the clients are touring in the YR 
environmenl where design was full with shelves, pr duct in the pr per plac ment and 
cashier. From h r , the client was able I vi w th databas r rd or produ 1 d tail 
and product amount in the YR environmenl. Beside that, the Ii nt able t change the 
view point t the d sir d vi w point reach dcparim nt. 
For home page section, there g t show way fun ti n t let th cust mer just kn )w th' 
way t go for sel ctcd department they de ir d. Her g t tw run tions in sh w way 
which is YR and flash. ther than that, an ther sear hing Iuncti n which an had 
searching r the pr duct availability and sh wing the pr duct d 'tail. Anoth ,,. fun ·ti n 
is the administrator buck olfl · '. I I ·r the udmin 11 ied to login to hud uddilir nul 
run nion w rkin ' lik · add, r ·1110 ' and I 'I 'I • th' sto .k of' clntol use r • xir I. This 
syst m WHS '01111 't .d ith th' Intul use or st irin I ill h I nuurk t to muk Sur' the 
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information of storing in the database is always updated and implementing through 
online access to the database. 
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CHAPTERl:THEPROBLEM 
1.1 Introduction 
Buying and selling the goods and services over the internet is called I ctroni 
commerce [l]. With the increase of electronic commerce, the d veloping of 
virtual reality stores and shopping malls seems had more potential value. Virtual 
Reality Commerce is an online operation and navigation in three dirncnsi nal 
malls and stores. It enables continuous navigation between separately d sign and 
managed stores and incremental loading of spaces and bjects need d. Beside 
that, Virtual Reality Commerce offers simplified navigation with less decisi n 
making via a two-dimensional 'mall direct ry map'. In this pr ~ ct, the Virtual 
Reality Commerce decided is a hypermark l envir nrncnt. 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is a virtual environment hyp rrnarkct which is in 
three-dimensional cnvir nmcnt with the detail inf rrnati n and I cati n or the 
product. When the client decided t view the pr duct location, an animation or 
2-dimension flash will hawing th client the way to r ach th produ t 
required. The price, brand and tock remain will be rn nti n in th' sys: m 
interface. The Ii nt als an t ur th' wh le hypcrrnark 't Ir cly by their wn 
control using the frame and d vice pr idcd. This provid s an int ru ·tiv · way 
bet we n the computer and us .r lo hr )WS' the irtuul I' ·alil ·n iromn ·111 
hyp rrnark t. 
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This system is l-tier architecture layer which involve the client layer and server 
layer. The client end and the server end can be linked together by Internet al any 
place. The host sever includes the database server. This system was connect d 
with the database of storing in hypermarket lo make sure the information of 
storing in the database is always updated. Once the goods had s Id out, th 
number of the goods wi!J be deducted. or administrator I gin to add new r 
update product information, this can be implementing thr ugh online acce s 1 
the database. 
1.2 Background of the Problem 
The governmenl will freeze the pcning f n w hypermarkets in the Klang 
Valley, J h r Bahru and Penang f r five y ars [21. his d cisi n, which was 
made by the Cabinet, was based n the fact that th number f hyp rrnarkcts in 
these areas had exc ed d d mand. Th g v mm nt was aware r the growing 
trend among local con umers l sh p al hypermarkets becau: e f their 
competitive prices. In additi n th gr wth r hyp rrnark ts, if left unch 'Ck xl, 
would jeopardize the liveliho d of .rnall-scal trad rs in those ar as. The 
government said th r w r n w hypermarkets through ut Malaysia and most 
f th 111 w 'r I cat d in the Klang Vall y, J hor ahru and P manu, or ' arnpl ', 
in th Klang, th r' arc 18 hyp .rrnark •ts and this is Ill< re than '11nugh as th •r · ur • 
I SS than n \ million P'C 1 I\ in tlwt urea. 
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1.3 Statement of the Problem 
Data in above section had come out that there are 18 hypermarkets in Klang 
Valley. The residential in Klang Valley had many choices to determine whi h 
hypermarket they want to go. The most effective factor to attract the consumer to 
patronage the hypermarket is the lower prices ffcr, 
Nowadays, most of the hypermarket keep distribute the leaflet about the offer 
price to the residential in order to attract more consumer. Beside that, th 
offering of super special prices at certain moment and also lucky draw are new 
tactic to attract the consumer. The management of hypermarket wa. u ing every 
possibility to get more consumers in rder to survive in this fury competition 
between the hypermarkets. 
1.4 Purpose of the Study 
Tn order t maintain the sales f pr duct in hypermarket, this res arch had 
suggested a new method to attract more cust mers especially t the customer 
who had online. This method was built up a virtual r ality hyp rrnark l. This 
services can be access in anytime at anywhere thr ugh onlin . This s crvic also 
can set up at th entranc or any rncr inside th hypermarket. This s rvi e 
pr vid s a virtual archit ctur r the hyp irmark t and also a --dim .nsion flash 
map to th Ii '111 l bro s . through in th' hyp irrnurk ·t. This 111' ·ts th· tr md t f' 
th n w or I) .hn log in this 'fa. It uttra .rs oun I 'J' p '(pl' all 'llti )11 ;ind also 
I ·t th' Id r pc 'P'' to 011tr1 ·t hh th· t '·1111010 1 c .1uip111 ·nt. 
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1.5 Objective of the Study 
• Visualize hypermarket architecture to three-dimensional graphical 
environment using VRML computer language. 
• A virtual directory for hypermarket client. 
• Have a pre-concept of hypermarket before the client of hypcrrnark t nt rs 
the hypermarket. 
• The ability to display more detail information in the thrce-dirncn: ional 
virtual worJd. 
• Navigable of the structure and architectural of hypermarket. 
• Provide interactive and reactive environment t hyperrnark t cli nt. (Input- 
keyboard & mouse, output- speaker & s re n m nit r). 
• Pr vide multi-sensory envir nment with audio and visualizati n to the 
hypermarket client. 
• Pr vide stock ch king ability in the databas 
• Provide back office for administrator login t stock checking and editing 
the stock arrang ment. 
1.6 Statement of Hypotheses 
The virtual r ality hypcrrnark t whi .h luncti n as a virtual dir .tory or a 
hyp rmarket whi h pre ides th. information HI out the h r .rrnurk 'l I .pnrtm 'Ill, 
th, ·at 'gory c r oods, th· it '111 l rands and 1 ri .c, sro · am umt nnd also the 
lo ·at ion r the SI) .k in ihc Ii I .murrk 'l Iii 'Ii is using onliuc 1 lntlorm. The 
·I 
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location was show in 2-dimension and the user can navigate the virtual 
environment in 3-dimension. At the same time, the administrator can make stock 
maintenance in the database through the same online framework. 
1. 7 Importance of Study 
This study can Jet the hypermarket had a unique feature in order 10 meet the hard 
competitive among the hypermarket It can let the c nsumer to have planning 
before they go for shopping at the hypermarket It also save the consum r Lim 
when they are in the hypermarket in searching the product they want. on umer 
can compare the price of the product through online. It als pr vides the 
transparency of the data storage inside lhe hypermarket. 
1.8 Definition of Terms 
J.8.1 The definition of hypermarket: 
Hypermarket (from the r nch hypcrrnarch) l3] is a st re which 
combines a supermarket and a I partrnent st r in mm r' . As a 
result, a gigantic retail facility which had n rm us category f pr du t 
in a place includ s fresh gr ccri sand attire. 
xarnple f hyp rrnarkcts in Malaysia: 
• arr four 
• Fairmurt 
• Mu re 
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• Giant 
• Tesco Store 
• Jaya Jusco 
• Xtra 
1.8.2 Definition of virtual reality: 
Virtual reality (abbreviated YR) [4] describes a three-dimensional 
environment that is simulated by a computer which c mes out with 
special visual experience display in the screen of computer or through 
special stereoscopic goggles. Others additi nal s nsory i the speaker 
which the sound come ut fr m there. 
The user can interact with the YR envir nm nt thr ugh the c mput r 
device like keyboard r mouse, or thr ugh specially designed devices 
like a cybcr gl v . The simulated envir nrncnt which is similar to the 
real world 
1.9 Scope of the Study 
• xpose and intr duce the nvir nrncnt and pr duct r hyp rmark t 111 
detail l cli nt or hyp rrnark l. 
• uiding transp nation in hyp .rrnark ·t. 
• tandard d 'Ski ))1 pc ith Standard monitor, 
• Int ·rfa '' ith · boor I, mouse an I s1 •uk .,., 
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• Information provided (department, category, brand, price, stock amount, 
location). 
• On one frame work interface, only can Jet single user to rnanipulat the 
tour of the virtual reality environment. 
• The database allows multi user access to retrieve the inf rrnation. 
• Administrator can update the information. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
2.1 Overview 
A literature review [5] surveys scholarly articles, books and ther sour s ( .. 
dissertations, conference proceedings) relevant lo a particular issue, area of 
research, or theory, providing a description, summary, and critical valuation f 
each work. The purpose is to offer an overview of significant literature publish d 
on a topic. To enhance and find the suitable way lo develop the system, d ing the 
literature review is necessary. By doing the literature revi w, r searcher can refer 
the method, tools and theory in the literature review, in order lo investigate new 
method and new problem solving method or enhance the system which going t 
develop. Jn this section, investigate of the existing literatur which had c rr late 
with the topic "Virtual Reality Hypermarket" will b impl m nt. Th pr blem 
formulation, literatur search, data evaluation and analysis and inicrpr tati n f 
the literature will be discussed in the f llowing part. In additi n, the system f 
"Virtual Reality Hypermarket" which c rrclaics with the lit raturc which going 
to be analysis will be menti n inside this part. 
2.2 Theory and Tools Listing 
2.2.J 3dmax 
3 tudio MAX 161 has a built-in VRMl ' p rtcr that translates MA Fil ·s 
int VI M fil 'S. I I ire arc th' I ·1si · st 'PS I' r ·r 'Uting a VRML !'ii' in • I 
tudio MA 
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• Create geometry 
• Create lights and cameras 
• Assign materials and texture maps 
• Animate 
• Insert YRML helper objects 
• Export to YRML 
• Use a VRML browser to test the file 
• Optionally, use a text editor to edit the file . 
3D Studio Max [7] (sometimes called 3ds Max or ju t MAX) is a 3D 
computer graphics and anirnati n pr gram, writt n by Autodesk Media & 
Entertainment. 
M deling 18] is th basic f virtual navigati n syst m. H r , using the YRM 
as the modeling language becaus the YRM l9] (Virtual Reality Modeling 
Language) is a standard file f rrnat ~ r r pr s ruing 3-dimcnsional 3 ) 
interactive vect r graphic d signed particularly with th W rid Wid W b in 
mind. Ti a deskt p virtual r ality system, th d sign or virtual nvironrn 'nt is 
limit d by th hardwar c nditi n and als th bandwidth r the us 'r ac · iss. 
Th mod I with t c mu ·h d 'l'lil will slow do 11 th nu i 111ti )ll spc d. 
I low er, t o sim] I) nu d •I \i ill not brin 1 good ic ·ff· ·ts. 
') 
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2.2.2 Web-based server 
The system [10] of web-based should include user interface layer, business 
logic layer (function layer) and data-visit layer. This is divided into two parts: 
the server end and the client end. If there is protective fir wall between them 
is better. The client end and the server end can be linked togcth r by Int rn t 
at any place and any time. The host server includes the file server, th 
database server, WWW server, the producer for dynamic web pag and 3D 
object. There is also a functional ornputer Gateway lnterf ace ( GI) [ 11] for 
general processing. The file server contains pre-made HTML templates, 
which are for the dynamic pages, along with 3D bjcct files (e.g., YRML files) 
are for the 3D models. 
,-1---s--o~:------~~~c~,:.~~:~--l 
l Oolllboso Oy11nmlc Well l 
I Page Gener tor 1 
I I I JO O~JCCI I 
I Gene1 otor I 
I I 
I HTML Object I 
/ T OrtlJllOJO Filo : ~-----------------------------J 
Figure 2. I : Wcb-ba cd client/server architecture for rnnss customization of product 
2.2.3 Virtual Guider 
Role earl on t hn I gy [I 0 I us l design th virtual guid r: first, I he role 
model is s t up as th m tiv . yst "111" th '11 th" sysr 'Ill will mo · like aliv '. 
The r le cart n i · d sign d with haractcr tudi •. X r I" carte n s st '111 
that pr vides rn thods or s cuing up and modif ing rol 'S in .lu Iin • tools to 
·r .arc group .art )fl. hara ·1 'r tudir 11-J is a plu 1-in hi .h ma 'S tll 
animati n f .haru 't 'I'S and .r uds casi 'r in . els run . 'hnructer Studio 
I() 
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provides various unique tool groups for motion-catching, the free cartoon 
style as well as the step-trace cartoon. Here, using virtuaJ bones to contr I the 
points on the limbs and these bones make up the skeleton of the roJ . The r I, 
to put up various poses and adjusting the skeleton. It should be noted that th 
points on some places often have problems f dragging the skin and th 
muscle, that is, here may be dragged by other parts of the b dy r stay at th 
same place uncontrolled by the skeleton. This is caused by the unr asonable 
distribution of the weight of the skeleton. To get rid f the phcn mcnon, we 
can do by adjusting and controlling the weight of points on the model. 
2.2.4 Path-Planning 
To c mbine the path f the virtual guide and th inquiry f th pr duct in th 
mall, here introduce the 3D Studio MAX m d I int VRM , and th n 
implement the alg rithrn ptirnizing the whole path by pr grarnming in JAVA 
and XML. This algorithm presents the virtual envir nrncnt using the girding 
method. The data structure of the to-tr e is us cl I r pr s nt the discr 1 
environment. very n d of the tr e r pres nts a c II and in lud s a table f 
eight p inters p inting l the other n d s. The null p int r r pr sents a fr 
cell. The nm nt can b divid cl int th b r lerlinc th' free z n 
and th bl kin v. nc a' .ordin to th .ir u · · .ssibitity, 'l he h .urist: · o ·rall 
scar .b al, rithrn or · idth priorit is appli ·d. 
ptirnization HI ri1h111 or n .rnll 111th: 
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1. Mark all borderline cells 
2. Use three kinds of heuristic knowledge: 
• OHow to select the cells neighboring the current cell 
• OHow to define the order of the neighbor cell under measurement 
• OSome additional conditions about those neighbor cell und r 
measurement 
3. Get the heuristic function: r(n) = g(n)+h(n), g(n), h(n)>O, g(n) repres nrs 
the cost moving from the beginning to node n, h(n) represents th estimated 
cost moving from node n to the target node, r(n) represents the total cost 
4. Search as follows: 
• Search a path from the start t the nd using the width pri rity rule 
according to t:he heuristic f uncti n and th r I vant heuristic 
knowledge. 
• F rm a new ct -trcc with th node al ng the above path and the 
heuristic knowledge 
• Get an path-optirniz cl tr e by s arching the new octo-tr e using th 
Dijkstra algorithm 
5. ornplerc the who! pr ccss 
2.2.5 VRML 
VRM (Virtual R ·alit Mod .liuu Language , 15] d ·si •11 •d for . I r nd .rin 1 
on th' w b. VRM L is H t ' t l'il ' tormnt (like I !TM L) I'm cl s .ribing 
I~ 
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interactive 3D objects and worlds on the Web. VRML 1.0 was finalized on 
Nov 95 and described static 3D worlds. YRML 2.0 was published on Aug 96 
and added dynamic and scripting capabilities to VRML worJds. Th VRM 
browsers are embedded as Plug-in in the popular Web browsers Nets ap 's 
Navigator and Microsoft's Internet Explorer. Having a standard for D is v ry 
important, but there is a big barrier for real applications and in particular f r 
e-commerce based on VRML. 
Analyzing the reasons for the slow and limited adoption of VRML yi Ids the 
following: 
• Performance: VRML files are typically large and pr cessmg is 
non-trivial, which result in substantial delays and high demands. Imagine 
a virtual 30 mall with many c rridors and many st r s wh r each st r 
contains many 30 items. L ading such a w rid ver a 2 .8kb modem 
could take a v ry I ng time. Mor v r ven when I ading is finished, a 
typical consumer machine may n t b strong enough t render the whole 
mall. 
• Navigation: Navigation in virtual 3D spaces is hard r r th avcrag us r, 
using typical I me hanisrns. ntr Jling the mous t man uv r to th 
dcsir d dir ·ti n r quir s a high I v I of ordinati n; in addition users 
just g t lost in, SJ a sand .an't find th ri rlu dire ·tion I) mov '. 
• onn • ti ity: Th' ·h is has .d Oil a .ollc tion of p11 'S link •ti log •tit r 
throu 11! h J erlinks, and mu .h of' ils SU'' SS .om S l'n m the 'US· of 
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connecting (linking) pages created and stored independently. VRML does 
allow definition of links between spaces; however these Jinks result in 
discarding the existing space and loading a new web page (which may 
contain another VRML space); this result in a discontinuity and loss or 
the virtual reality feeling. To achieve continues and smooth transiti n 
between separately designed and st red spaces. Having cont inu s 
navigation between stores in a mall and even between departments of the 
same store is much more natural and intuitive then jumping in space. 
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (YRML) l 13 J defines the node 
Anchor, Jnline and LOD (Level f Details). Anch r is a hypert xt link t 
another space, which does n t supp rt the c ntinuity f atur . lnlin all ws 
embedding a 30 space in another pace; h w v r the spec d cs n t define 
when Inlines are I adcd and s me br wscrs I ad all th lnlincs in advance 
which can not tolerate very larg spaces. In fact, it may be impossible for the 
browser to pr p rly pr di t wh n lo .I ad inline bjccts. vel r details 
(LOD) is a me hani m t load ipaces ace rding t distanc f th' view r 
from them. Lik lnlin th sp cificati n d s n t spc .ify wh n n d s 
ar I ad d but just wh n th y ar displayed, s again s me br wsers loa I 
s in advanc '. 
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2.3 System Comparing 
The system [7] in comparing with the research is a prototype in the literature 
review with the title "A 3D Virtual Shopping Mall Thal Has the lntellig 'nt 
Virtual Purchasing Guider and Cooperative Purchasing Functionalities" by 
Yiming Zhao, Lijun Guo, Xiaoli Wang, Zhigeng Pan from Department f 
Computer Science & Technology (NingBo Uinvcrsity, Ningbo) and late K y 
Laboratory of CAD&CG (Zhejiang University Hangzhou) of china. 
This system is a multi-user interactive virtual purchasing environment. In this 
environment, there is a symbol with mo d for every cust mer, which can 
communicate freely with symbol f ther cust rners, c mm dities in th 
shopping mall and the intelligenl agent. Jn the meantime, a virtual purchasing 
guider is designed to communicate with diff r nt symb Is f cust m rs in 
different manners. This virtual guid r is abl lo pair I in this virtual environment 
along the path planned by it own. ustorn rs n ay have dynamic communication 
with other purchaser thr ugh the virtual guider r peratc int ractiv ly n all 
kinds of commodities. This system simulates th whole purchasing proc ss 
including wind w-sh pping ch sing and paying r r the it ms. uch 
c rnpr hcnsivc sirnulati n is a n w mak s th customer r els like th y ur 
pers nally on th' s · in '. 
The th 'Ory and re .hniqu i of this s SI 'Ill IHI I l icn justifi .d Oil the uho . sc ·ti0t1. 
The th cry using ur · • dsmu , irtuul iui I ·1· puth-plunnin 1 an I 
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more detail information, please refer to above section. Among the system had 
been read, this system is the most interactive and reactive system. The function 
like virtual guider and path-planning allowed the user interactive with the syst m 
in real-time. The system also will give the feedback at that time. 'I his is a 
communication between the system and the user, s the pr gramming part of th 
system in interactive with the user had write in an advancing language lik JAVA. 
In JAVA language, the algorithm was using lo presents the virtual environment 
by the girding method. The data structure of the octo-trcc is used to represent the 
discrete environment. The theory using in this system was suitable lo let us using 
in the research. In order to create an interactive environment which rs user 
friendly, the virtual guider and path-planning technique is needed. 
2.4 Conclusion 
Literature r view is a crucial part in a system development cycle. A lot or 
information, ideas and knowledge should be gathered to develop research system 
through the process of d ing the litcratur r vi w. 
f n comparing the system, the the ry which suitabl t this r s ar h had b en 
defin s. In the f llowing steps the r s ar h will be more detail in handling the 
theory r c mm nd and try l master the t chniquc t apply in th' r scar .h topi 
By doing this an th rad an .ing Virtual I .ulity Hyp .rmurk 'I will b · in ·111 xl. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY OR PROCEDURES 
3.1 Tools Overview 
3.1.1 PHP 
PHP [14] is a popular open-source, reflective programming language 
used mainly for developing server-side applications and dynamic w b 
content, and more recently, other software. Originally, PHP st od for 
"Personal Home Page". Today, the official meaning is the recur ive 
acronym "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor". PHP all ws interaction with a 
large number of relational database management systems, such as 
MySQL, Oracle, IBM 082, Microsoft SQL Server, P . tgre QL and 
SQLite. PHP run on m st major perating syst ms, including UNIX, 
Linux, Windows, and Mac 0 X, and can interact with many maj r web 
servers such as Apach and JIS. 
3.1.2 MySQL 
MySQL [ 15) is a rnultithr ad d, multi-us r, L tructur d Qu ry 
Language) Database Managcrn nt yst m ( BM ) with an .stimar cl 
six milli n installati ns. My Q AB makes My 
s ur es ftwar I fr software und r the N 
available as pen 
n ral Publi · ic msc 
Pl ), hut th ·y also s 'II it und r traditional .omm .r .ial Ii· ·nsing 
arran 1 11l '11lS f I' ·a:-; 'S wh ire Iii' int II I •ti LIS' is ill 'Ofll! utihle illl US' 
or th' PL. M ' L < rks in 111011 di IT 'r -nt plut I' H'111s in .ludiug 
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AIX, BSDi, FreeBSD, HP-UX, Linux, Mac OS X, NetBSD, Netware, 
OpenBSD, OS/2 Warp, QNX, SGJ JRJX, SoJaris, SunOS, S 
OpenServer, SCO UnixWare, Tru64, Windows 95, Windows 98, 
Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP and more recent versions or 
Windows. 
3.1.3 Apache 
Apache HTIP Server [ 16) is an open source HTTP w b s rver for 
Unix-like systems (BSD, Linux, and UNIX ysterns), Microsoft 
Windows, NovelJ Netware and other platf rrns. Apache f atures highly 
configurable error messages, DBM -bascd authenticati n databa .es, 
and content negotiation. The Apach HTTP rv r is d v 1 ped and 
maintained by an open c mrnunity f devcl p rs under the auspices r 
the Apache oftwar F undati n. 
3.1.4 VRML 
VRML [ 17] (Virtual R ality M d Jing anguagc) is a standard fit 
f rrnat f r representing -dim nsi nal (3 ) int ructiv v ctor graphi s, 
designed particularly with th W rid Wide W b in mind. VRM 1s u 
t xi fil f rmut wh '1·', '.g. v crtic 'Sand ·cl ·s for a. poly 1011 .an t ' 
specified al ng with th· surface .olor, imugc-mup] ·cJ textures, 
shinin 'SS uunspur nc , and so on. !\11i11Hllh ns st unds, Ii 1hli111, and 
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other aspects of the virtual world can interact with the user or may be 
triggered by external events such as timers. A special Script N de 
allows adding program code (e.g., written in Java or Java cript 
(ECMAScript)) to a VRML file. 
3.1.5 3D Studio Max 
3D Studio Max [18] (sometimes called 3ds Max or just MAX) is a 3D 
computer graphics and animation program, written by Autodesk Media 
& Entertainment (formerly known as Discreet and Kinetix). 3ds Max is 
one of the most widely-used 30 anirnati n software. rt has strong 
editing capabilities, ubiquitous plugin archit cture and a I ng heritage 
on the Mier soft Wind ws platf rm. atur s availabl : 
• MAXScript 
ls a built-in script similar t ++ pr grarnming language, which is 
useful ford veloping script using 
• Character Studio 
tudi Max bjects. 
haractcr studio is an applicati n integral d in . tudi Max 
helping user I er at and animate virtual characters. 
3.1.6 Room A rrang 'I' 
Room Arning ir [ 191 is shur 'war'. IL is disiribur .d tree { I" ·hnrg-. Us ·rs 
ar • fr ·' to • aluat · Room rrun 1 r Ior a p ·de d c I'. 0 In s b .Iore us irs 
ll) 
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are required to register the program. User can reconstruct rooms or 
rearrange things placed in them. User also can move heavy furniture 
just to everything would fit with no problem, be handy, and have a good 
impact. This program enables user to simulate everything with no n d 
to draw on a square paper, or to push things there and back r peat dly. 
After the plan had arrange well, use can export it t web page and th 
environment will be export as *.wrl file. This file is written on Virtual 
Reality Modeling Language (VRML). There is two file will be exp rt, 
one is the library file define with PROTOs and another file is the main 
file use EXTERNPROTO. This just tells the browser that the bulk of the 
object definition is in an ther file. In y ur main file, you include an 
EXTERNPROTO definition, and have th full PR in th ther file. 
3.1.7 SwishMax 
SwishMax [20] is a most p wcrful lash creation t ol made by 
www.swishz ne.c m. wishMax ~ atur s include: 
• fleets 
Bundled with v r 2 0 built-in effects. ""ffe ts make animari ns 
with t t irnag 'S, graphics and s und simple and quick lo produc 
All If ts can be add xl to multi] I' obj 'ClS at 011. '. 
• ri1 ting 
No ·c din 1 require I! All int .ru ·ti it ·an h add' 1 tlin u ih ii sirup! · 
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menu interface. Debugger that simplifies finding and fixing errors 
in your scripts. 
• Drawing Tools 
Advanced set of drawing tools provided including: Linc, Pencil, 
Bezier, Text, Ellipse/Circle, Rectangle/ quarc and AutoShap s. 
Complex Shape editing options making it asy to modify your 
shapes. 
• User Interface 
Objects, frames and effects can all be added, modified or deleted 
directly from the timeline. Managing movies, scenes and sprites 
made simple. 
• Import & Export 
Import SWF movies pr duced in any other lash application. 
Simply import sounds, graphi s and text files. Wi H Max W 
movies can be imported int any other lash application with ease. 
3.1.8 VrmlPad 
VnnlPad 121] i. a pr Iessi nal edit r f r VRM programming. Key 
tim -saving features includ pow rful ditorial abiliti 'S and visual 
supp rt for th" s •n tree and resource operutions. Key tcuturc of 
Vr111JPad is: 
• mart Auto nupl ·t · 
.. 1 
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• Dynamic errors detection 
• Visual support for the scene tree operations 
• Routing map 
• Operations on resources 
• Ability to preview the VRML scene 
• Automation and scripting 
• Publishing wizard 
3.1.9 Macromedia Dreamweaver 
Macromedia Dreamweaver (22) rs an HTML edit r d vel ped by 
Macrorn dia. It was originally targeted at pr fessi nal w b designers 
and offers an editing system that c mbin s b th th pr ductivity f 
WYSIWYG design with the contr I of HTML ode editing m de. With 
the advent f version MX, Macr media inc rporatcd dynamic content 
creation tools into Dreamweaver. In the spirit of HTML WYSIWYG 
tools, it allows users t nn ct t databas s (such as my QL) t filter 
and display content using scripting technologies such as PHP, A P, and 
ASP.n t, with ut any pr vi us pr grarnming cxpcricnc '. 
3.1. I 0 Adobe Photoshop 
Ad b Phorosho] 1-· I is a 1raplli ·s .ditor ith som · t • l and .ctor 
1raphi s ·apal iliti •s I• .lnp xl nnd publish 'd h /\ loh S st '111s. It is 
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the market leader for commercial bitmap image manipulation, and 
probably the most well-known piece of software produced by Adobe 
Systems. Photoshop is currently only available for Mac OS and 
Microsoft Windows; versions up to Photoshop 7 can also be used with 
other operating systems such as Linux using software such as 
Crossover Office. Although primarily designed t dit images f r 
paper-based printing, Photoshop is used increasingly to produce images 
for the World Wide Web. Recent versions bundle a rclat d application 
Adobe JmageReady, to provide a more specialized set of tools for this 
purpose. 
3.2 Tools Justification 
3.2.J PHP, MySql and Apache 
PHP has been designed t work with Apach from the beginning 126]. 
Both ASP and PHP [27] are both softwar script languages that can be 
used to generate dynamic w b pages. A P can be us d on a 
Windows-bas d serv r whereas PHP is supported thr ugh nix r Linux 
servers. They arc b th free and have tut rials availabl nlin , h wcv r 
PHP s ms to hav m re c tcnsiv tut rials and tree tools. Most w b 
h sting m 'S with frc Pl IP support 1 ut ou 11' id to ma e sur · if cu 
ur using A P that A P x Tipts ill ork ilh our h istinu s .r r. ASI 
d s tuk • m )I'' 111 mor so it is slov 'r in loadin 1 a11d is I •ss Ifi ·i im 
.2.1 
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than PHP. PHP also can do everything that ASP can do. PHP [14] is use 
to developing server-side application and dynamic web content. P IP 
open source and free download. It's easy for the beginner to learn from 
internet and the open source provided in the web. This scrvcr-sid 
language [24] means that the script is run on your web server, not on the 
user's browser, so you do not need to worry about compatibility issues. 
This means that, although your users will not need to install new 
software, you web host will need to have PHP set up on your server. 
PHP and MySQL [25] are the world's best combination for creating 
data-driven sites according to some of the professionals. PHP, MySQL 
and Apache server is the best c mbination f r server side pr grarnrning. 
Software tools of PHP, MySQL and Apach s rv r arc availabl in the 
World Wide Web for free, consisting f these thr e components 
together. 
3.2.2 VRML 
VRML [ J 7] (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) is a standard rile 
format f r r pres nting 3-dirnensi nal ( D) intcra 'live vector graphics, 
d sign d particularly with th W rid Wide W b. 
X3 f28 I is the I standard r ir r 'al ti me . I graphi .s, th • sue' 'SSOI' lo 
Virtual R ialit Mc d llin 1 I .an iuu '' (VRM f .ntur 'S •, t 'llSi< nx 
to VRM •.g. I luurauoi I nimntk n, Nurbs, 't VRML ·l ..), th· 
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ability to encode the scene using an XML syntax as well as the Open 
Inventor-like syntax of VRML97, and enhanced application 
programmer interfaces (APJs). 
A standard [29] is needed to make it possible to create cont nt 
compatible with multiple viewers. Virtual Reality Modeling Languag 
(VRML) was supposed to be that standard. VRML has been blessed by 
the ISO. It has been u ed in education and entertainment, and for 
visualization in medicine, engineering, and other scientific applications 
- chemists use YR to visualize complex interacti ns, 
VRML has wide support in pr grarnrning to Is. r instanc , 
professional animators create content using th p pular high-encl 3 
animation program, 3D Studio MAX fr m Kinctix, and then use the 
built-in VRML export function t create th VRML file. 
3.2.3 3D Studio Max 
3D Studio MAX [ 15] ha· a built-in VRML exp rr r that translat s 
MAX files int VRML riles. thcr I' atur s available: 
• MAX cript 
Is a built-in s ript similar 10 ++pro rramrnin 1 Ian 1uag ·, hi .h is 
us 'Cul for de ·le pin s .ripr using. Studio M11 obj ··ts. 
• hara ·t r : tudir 
J ... 
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Character studio is an application integrated in 3D Studio Max 
helping user to create and animate virtual characters. 
3.2.4 Other Tools 
RoomArranger, SwishMax, VrmlPad, Macromcdia Drcarnwcavcr and 
Adobe Photoshop were choosing in developing the system because th 
researcher was familiar with the tools and abl to use the tools to get the 
result wanted. All this tools is not giving huge effect to the system 
architecture if comparing using other tools. The tools list d above such 
as Macromedia Dreamweaver and Adobe Photoshop were the mo t 
popular tools in photo editing and HTML edit r. VrmlPad is the most 
popular vrml coding editor to Is with the r atur available had fulfills 
the basic requirements of edit r to Is. 
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3.3 Data Collection 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS (ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION) 
4.1 Information Gather Method 
4.1.1 Searching from Internet 
A search engine [32] is a program designed Lo help find information 
stored on a computer system such as the World Wide Web, r a personal 
computer. The search engine allows one to ask f r cont nt meeting 
specific criteria (typically those containing a given word or phrase) and 
retrieves a list of references that match those criteria. Search engines 
use regularly updated indexes to operate quickly and efficiently. Internet 
Research offers more valuable information than any other information 
gathering method by providing a wide rang f clcctr nic media r 
sources such as online articles, nline j urnals, onlin dir cl rics and 
etc. Major search engin s such as o gl , xcitc and Yah enable 
relevant inf rrnati n sit s t be viewed easily. The review or the 
existing system from the intern t also provides the important 
information 10 kn w the c mm n and the diff r nt fi atur s I th 
existing systems. 
4.1 .2 Discuss with upervisor 
Dis ussi n about th' r sear h till had be 'n mad' °'V 'ry w .ck to I 'I th' 
progr ss of th' r 'S ur ·h ·an run smooth I . Furth ·r d nuil, id ·11 and 
prob: '111 s I ing 111 '!ht cl ( r th\ r 'S 'UI' .h title had gain ·d from lis .ussion. 
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In addition, the supervisor also shares the valuable knowledge, guidance 
and support in order to improve the research progress. 
4.1.3 Discuss with Friends 
With an informal conversation with group member and other friend in 
doing the related topic, this had got some valuable opini n on other 
perspective. Beside that, we also had gathering in sharing and leaching 
each other the tools we had found. 
4.2 Functional Requirements 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is a virtual environment hyperrnark l which is in 
three-dimensional environment with the detail inf rrnation and I ati n of the 
product. For the client interface, the client needs l nr r any keyw rd in rder t 
search the product. The result f price, brand and stock remain will be menti n 
in the system interface. When the client decided l view the product location, an 
animation of 2-dimension flash will sh wing I th client the way I reach the 
product required. The client also can lour the wh I hypcrrnark t fr' Iy t y their 
own control using th frame and devi c provid d. This pr vidcs an int cractivc 
way b tw en th 
hyp rrnark I. 
or administrut r part, th administruror 11' .d to login. Art ·r lo 1i11, th· an· ubl • 
rnput r and user I br wsc the virtual reality cnvir 11111 'nl 
t add, cJ 'l etc an I UJ lat' th· re .ord ol' th· stor '. 
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View 2D/3D 
View Result 
User 
Administrator 
Figure 4. 1 : Use Case Diagram of VR Hypermarket 
4.2.J User View 2D/3D 
This system should be able t pr vide vi w in 2 and D cnvironm nt 
functi n f r user t view th pr duct I cation inf rmation art r pcratcs 
the s ar h fun ·ti n. Th' I cation information whi ·h will t • display is 
th" 2 map nn I • I •11 iro11111 ·11t I .nd us 'I' to th' sp ·cir lo ·11tio11. 
H zurc ·-slit tit us' 'ilS. diu num or i 'W result fun ·tion Hild Table 
l() 
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4.1 below illustrated its use case description in details. 
View 20/30 
User 
Figure 4. 2 : Use Case Diagram of User View Result 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case View 2D/30 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Coal To allow user view the product location after operating search 
function. 
4. Pre-conditions None 
5. Post-conditions The product location and the 2 map and 30 of' VR environment 
(success) di played after operating earch function. 
6. Post-conditions No information display after the search function is operated. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success I. The files information which included the location of' the files 
Scenario and keywords or the files from the search result displayed. 
8. Extensions I a. No information display from the search result. 
Table 4. 1 : User View 20/30 Use Case Description 
4.2.2 User View Result 
This ystem should be able to provid view result Iuncti n f r us r 10 
view the fil s inf rrnation aft r perat the search function. The fil 
inf rrnation which will be display is the I cation r th> Iil 'S and 
kcyw rds r th. Iil 'S. Figur \ .. show Ill' us. ·as. dlu irum or vi 'W 
result run .tion and Table .2 l> slow illustrutc I its lll'I '!IS. I s ·ri1 (ion in 
.i itai Is. 
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User 
Figure 4. 3 : Use Case Diagram of User View Result 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case View Result 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user view the information of' the files related with the 
keywords entered after operating search function. 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a registered or non-registered user for this system 
s. Post-conditions The files information and the percentage of' VR application 
(success) displayed after operating search function. 
6. Post-conditions No information display after the search function is operated. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success I. The files information which included the location of' the files 
Scenario and keywords 01" the riles from th' S .ar .h result displayed. 
8. Extensions I a. No information display from the search result. 
Table 4. 2 : User View Result Use Case Description 
4.2.3 User Search 
This system should be able to pr vide search file Iuncti n for user l 
search the riles which ar n edcd in the database. Us r can scar h the 
files based n the keyw rds f the f'il s they need d. 1 ... igurc 4.4 sh w 
the use cas diagram f search Iuncti n and Table 4. t clow illustrat id 
its u e cased scripti n ind tails. 
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Search 
User 
Figure 4. 4 : Use Case Diagram of User Search 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Search 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user. earch files which stored in the database 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a registered or non-registered user for this sy tern 
5. Post-conditions Related file information will be returned Lo the user. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions No file information is returned Lo the user. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success I. User search the specify file by using file properties - 
Scenario keywords. 
2. All or the files, either partially mat .h or fully match will he 
returned lo the user. 
8. Extensions 2a. No file will be returned if no match in databa e. 
Table 4. 3 User Search Files Use Case Description 
4.2.4 Administrator Login 
This system should be able to provide I gin f uncti n f r ad min to login 
to the system. Figure 7 show the use ca. e diagram I I gin Iuncti n and 
Table 6 bel w illustrat d its use case description in details. 
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Adm in 
Figure 4. 5 : Use Case Diagram of Login 
Table 4. 4 : Login Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Login 
2. Primary Actor Ad min 
3. Goal To allow admin to login lo the system. 
4. Pre-conditions The people is the stuff of the hypermarket 
5. Post-conditions An ad min is login to the system successfully. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions An admin cannot login lo the system. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success The admin enter their u ername and password correctly. 
Scenario 
8. Extensions The system will not proceed to other pages if the admin unable to 
input the correct username and pa sword 
4.2.5 Administrator Add/Update 
This system should b able t provid add/update fun ti n f r admin to 
insert the data of items r goods into the database. igure shows the 
use case diagram f add/updat function and Table 7 bel w illustrated 
its use case descripti n in details. 
Adm in 
Figur · 4. 6 US\· 'us• l>i11gn1111 of Adll/lipdnlc 
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No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Add/Update 
2. Primary Actor Adm in 
3. Goal To allow admin insert the data of items or goods into the database 
4. Pre-conditions The people is the stuff of the hypermarket 
5. Post-conditions An admin is adding /updating the data successfully 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions An ad min cannot add /updatc the data 
(failure) 
7. Main Success The adrnin enter their uscrnamc and password correctly in the 
Scenario login page. 
8. Extensions The information entered by adrnin cannot be captured by the 
sy tern. 
Table 4. 5 Login Use Case Description 
4.2.6 Administrator Delete 
This system should be able to provide delete function for the admin to 
delete the data. Figure 9 show the use case diagram f delete files 
function and Table 8 below illustrat d its use case dcscripti n ind tails. 
Delete 
Ad min 
Figure 4. 7 : Use Ca e Diagram of Delete 
Table 4. 6 : Delete Files Use nse De cription 
3. 
4. Pre-conditions 
Post -rot uli t ions 5. 
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(success) 
6. Post-conditions The data which is saved in the database cannot be deleted. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success Ad min activates the delete function. 
Scenario 
8. Extensions The file which is chosen Lo delete cannot be deleted 
4.3 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirement are the constraints and restrict: ns under which the 
system must operate and the standards which must met by the delivered system. 
It describes a restriction on the system that limits one choice for constructing a 
solution to the problem. Following are some of the non-functional requirement 
of the Virtual Reality Application for Hypermarket: 
4.3.J Usability 
This system should be easy-to-use and easy-t -learn for all users 
whether their computer knowledge I vel is high r low. he system 
design hould be simple and understandable for users. Therefore the 
users can easily learn how to use the system with ur attending any 
training and the using of such sy: tern will not cause pr .ssurc to us r 
such as ease of mem rizing the steps taken t pcrf rm any Iacility and 
the web pages navigation. 
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4.3.2 Performance 
The system should be able to respond fast and accurately after receiving 
users' request. The search result with the percentage of plagiarism 
should be showed with accurately within JO seconds after receiving the 
request from user. The upload file process should be abl done within 
10 seconds. 
4.3.3 Reliability 
The system should be available all the time. The system failure should 
be able to be fixed within a day and the failure should not affect to other 
functions in the system such as the failure in upload file functi n should 
not affect the search function. The system must als b stable where it 
must not be easily crashed. 
4.3.4 Portability 
The system should be able to ace ss by all the users at any time and any 
place by using a personal computer or lapt p with int met ace ss and 
there is Internet brows r install d in the machine. 
4.3.5 Maintainability 
Th' sysr 'Ill rnaint man ·' will r .quir .d 111 re tforts if th' s st ·111 is not 
d 'Sign d ac .ording I good 1 rogrnnuntng pru .Iic es. Th' sys! nu d ·si in 
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and the system function coding should be created follow a standard 
such as the function naming standard so that the code is easy t 
understand and trace for the future maintenance or the system can b 
done easily. If the system errors occurred, it should also b abl to 
correct easily within a short period and if the user rcquircm nt is 
changed, it should be able to enhance easily. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
Systems design [33] is the process of defining the hardware and sofrwar 
architecture, components, modules, interfaces, and data for a comput r syst '111 t 
satisfy specified requirements. Normally, refer as the applicaii n of sys: ms 
theory to computing. This is inevitable of overlap with the discipline of systems 
analysis. 
Standardization of hardware and software in the 1990s which resulted in the 
ability to build modular systems, systems design had a more crucial and 
respected role in the data processing industry. S Itware running n generic 
platforms ha increasing and enhanced the discipline of software engineering at 
systems design's expense. 
The most widely used methods for system design arc bjcct- ricntcd analysis 
and design methods. The standard language used in bject-oricnt d analysis and 
design is the UML. lt is widely us cl r r rn dcling s ftware systems and is 
increasingly u sed f rd signing non-s fl war syst ms and rganizations. 
5.1.1 A System Design Provide the Following B enefits [34]: 
../ lmpr vcd syst rn pcrf rrnunc '; in Ii idually tailor xl ·onri nuution 
ad i · cJ .m: nstrut 'S wh re impro .m nt is n · · .ssur , und how to 
impro c th' s st »n tor· ruin lost 1 crfonuuncc, 
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./ Customers gain a detailed understanding of how their users use 
their system. This Usage Profile can be leveraged to develop future 
architecture changes . 
./ Potential to learn of future concerns, allowing customers to tak 
proactive measures to avoid problems . 
./ A baseline performance level is established against which benefits 
can be compared and changes to the system predicted or for sc n. 
5.2 System Architecture 
System architecture (35] is a description of the design and content of a 
computer system. If documented, it may include information such as a detailed 
inventory of current hardware, software and networking capabilities. 
The system architecture (36] can be divided into tw catcg ries which is logical 
architecture and physical architecture . 
./ Logical Architecture - Define the system in terms of its software 
components and the desired functionality f th so comp nents . 
./ Physical Architecture - Defin the hardware and 3rd-party software nc d d 
to host and maintain a wcbsit . 
Virtual R cality I lyp innurk 'l is a w 'I -bus xl irtunl ·11 iro11111 ·11t h p irmurk 'l 
whi .h is in rhr c-dim 'nsi nut '11virn11111 '11t with the d •tnil infr ruuuion :ind 
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location of the product. Most of today websites are built on variant of the n-tier 
logical architecture model. For Virtual Reality Hypermarket logical architecture, 
it is 2-tier architecture. 
5.2.1 2-Tier Architecture Client Server 
Presentation tier or Client interacts with the user and sends requests t 
the application layer (server) 
Application tier (server) performs processing on behalf of the client and 
sends it the results to display it is also responsible for any data storage 
P se tation TI 
etwo 
Appl cation 11 r 
Figure 5. 1 : 2-Ticr lient Server 
S.2.2 Designing 2-Tier Systems 
Wh n build a 2-tier sys! m l 7 J, g through the following st 'f)S: 
I. D 'V I p th' data 111 )ti 'I. nd .rstand what i11lbnnntio11 is to b • 
st )r d an .I how it will I . r •pr 'S '111 xl, 
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2. Describe the transactions that can take place on the data. This 
involves determining the SQL updates, inserts, and queries that ar 
going to be used. 
3. Design the page flow. This describes how users interact with th 
system. Document how user interaction with the pages triggers the 
transactions that determined were important in the last step and, as 
a result, how that affects the data model. 
4. Implement the database, transactions, and individual pages that 
follow our design. 
5.2.3 Example of' Web Browsing on 2-Tier Systems 
A classic example of the client server m del 13 I is th W rid Wide 
Web which relies on the Internet to transf r data. A set f web servers 
hold HTML web pages on disk and provide them to clients web 
browsers on demand. This is 2 tier models because the web server does 
not directly rely on others rvcrs 
../ The server is called the application ti r 
../ The client is called th presentation tier 
Webs rv rs allow the user t write pr grams which general the HTM 
the lient's web brows '1· will display. This is sl ill a two ti ·r sysl .m 
b cause th' pro rams ar · und ir th' .ontro! )I" th· w 'b bro s ·r und ar · 
not ind 'P end nt of it. Th' progmms Iii' w '11 s .rv 'I' runs nr • r •spnnsibl > 
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for doing the processing and data storage to generate the web pages the 
server will send to the client. In Web program scenario, the browser 
provides a universal user interface through client-side technology 
(HTML, JavaScript). The application runs on the server side to hand! 
client requests and ASP, JSP, PHP or other technologies general th 
HTML 
5.3 System Design Structure 
System Design Structure delivers a preview of the whole system to be developed. 
In the system design phase [39], it was based on the user requirements and the 
detailed analysis of a new system, th new syst m must be designed. N rrnally, 
the design proceeds in two stages: 
../ preliminary or gen ral design 
../ Structure or detailed design 
5.3.1 Preliminary or General Design 
../ New system's feature is sp cif d . 
../ Estimate the costs f imp! mcnting th sc fcatur s and the benefits 
driven 
../ If project con ider f asibl , mov to d tail d sign stag'. 
5.3.2 Stru .tur • or D •tailed d •sign 
/\t !his Stag', th d 'Si 11l of the S st 'Ill he '(II\ 'S lllOI'' stru .tur 'd. 
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Structure design is a blue print of a computer system solution to a given 
problem having the same components and inter-relationship among lhc 
same components as the original problem. Input, output and processing 
specifications are drawn up in detail. 
There are several tools and techniques used for designing. These tools 
and techniques are: 
>!" Flowchart 
>!" Data flow diagram (DFDs) 
>!" Data dictionary 
>!" Structured English 
>!" Decision table 
>!" Decision tree 
5.4 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
5.4.1 Context diagram for Administrator Interface 
0 
Admln login 
~and changing ..,. 
stock record-- 
Administrator 
Back office 
system 
Updated data 
--retrieve by user User J 
Figur • 5. 2 : out · ·t dingrum for Ad111inistr11lor Int irfuc • 
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S.4.2 Level-0 DFD for Administrator Interface 
~ Login ID and_ ... 
~ Password Admin Login 
Process 
Valid Login ID 
And Password 
2.0 
Password and ID 
conformation 
Administrator Password and 
database ~ ID retrieve 01 
Successful login 
3.0 
Admln Web 
Exploring 
Admin Web 
Exploring 02 
Loading web 
>-- Page detail - 
Add record>----' 
Edit record 
4.0 
Existing record 
Been edit 
Stock detail 
entry 
t 
Retrieve 
database 
Stock record 
I 
Stock record 
Send to 
database 
Hypermarket 
Stock Record 
Stock detail 
Send to databas~--i1>1 03 
Data retrieve 
Us r int rf c 
Retrieve stock 
record 
Upd t d r cord 
~ 
Ue r 
View record/ 
Delete 
Existing record 
Been delete 
Retrieve database 
Stock record 
Figur · 5. J : Lev ·l-0 Dli'D for t\d111i11lsfr11lor lntcrfuce 
''· 
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5.4.3 Context Diagram for User Interface 
~
User sear~hing 
and touring 
inVR 
----- environment 
0 
User Virtual reality 
user interface 
system 
Figure 5. 4 : Context Diagram for User Interface 
5.4.4 Level-O DFD for Administrator Interface 
1.0 
Loading 
Web page -- D 1 
detail 
~Enter 
Website--•i User web page 
display 
Select 
search ---~----- Select shopping/- ~- ...... 2.0 3.0 
Shopping in 
Virtual reality 
environment 
Two search 
option selected 
Basic searc Advance search 
4.0 5.0 
Search Keyword 
entering 
Search Keyword 
entering 
Virtual shopping 
selected 
Searching 
request send 
Searching 
request send 
r---r-~ 6.0 
02 Record retriev 
Result display 
Hypermarket 
Stock record 
Product det ii 
selected 
7.0 
Product dotoll r trl v 
L Product d t II 
howln 
In mount. 
prlc . tc 
Figure 5. 5 : L · cl-Il l)FI) for User lnterfuc · 
2Dmap 
select d 
User web 
exploring 
8.0 
20 mop 
howln 
In 11 h 
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5.5 Database Design 
5.5.1 Entity Relationship 
department category brand 
dept_id - cate_id brand id 
dept_name cate name I brand_name dept_location dept_id cate id - cate_id brand id product_id 
product 
product_id 
product_name 
product amount 
product_price 
dept_id 
cat id 
brand id 
Figure 5. 6 : Entity Relationship 
Above is th entity relationship for the database f Virtual Hyp rmarkct. 
From the relationship, two search mcth ds available which arc the basic 
search and advance search . 
./ Basic search - Directs arch fr m the product nam category which 
enters by the user . 
./ Advance search -This mode of search require user to nt 'r the 
product name and sci cl the corrcsp nding d cpartrncnt, 
department's catcg ry and the brand name which can me ut 
with more ac .uratc s ear h result. 
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5.5.2 Class Diagram 
department dept22_product 
department_id - oroductlD ~ department_name dept03..J)roduct showway 
nrt'\rl11r·Hn show_id r 
ct department_name f--- --PtO 1 _product ,__ t wrl 
productlD 
product_image 
ht ,_ 
admin product_name 
product_brand 
username product_price ht - password product_amount 
product_detail 
depa rtment_id ,_ 
+add_product 
'-- +view_product 
+edit_product 
+delete_product 
Figure 5. 7 : Class Diagram 
5.6 User Interface Design 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is a web base system that can let the client f 
hypermarket had online virtual tour the hypermarket envir nmcnt b fore 
entering the hypermarket and checking the stock availability or the stock. This 
manual is a guide to help client visiting the web site in right way in order had 
fully using the function inside the YR environment. 
5.6.1 CJient Section 
5.6.1.1 Main Page 
Herc is the intr flash, the c.li nt can sel ct t 
• Hom 
H ere is th· horn • pu i' or th' w ib sit . From It ·r ', us •r 
·an navigate to oth 'rs· 'lion as w ·IJ. 
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• Shopping 
Client can straight go to YR shopping section. 
Figure 5. 8 Main Page of VR Hypermart 
5.6.1.2 Home Page 
Here is a simple intr ducti n about the Virtual R ality 
Hypermarket. 
tt HOMfi 
Vmu.ll r,-011l11y t l"ptitrl1 lk(.I I.) J VIFf(J \I f1rl"11fll 11\ljr,t !WfJ l!r.Jriol 1 Y.t11( 11 
ftFM!()/101 f1f V..1llJ !1111d!141J11)1or1Y1t1ll••ll 11t1ij !11r,1t1nl111! lh• jJlll·ilHI '~lm11 lf1 Cl1r•t1! rh1 l·fod !1, ..-1• 
llu prc,du~ I Iuc anon Ill 4fll!f'14!1•Jf'l I.! •1ttntr1 ,1un f1;1 If will ~'·OW·.11 l lfJ 11 l •. l1y111 !tit V.i't n I ·L h 111 
JHH•foil I 'jlJltt'd ll111J pt1 , hr.tn•l IJ1d \h'~" [l11'll1•Ur .-.o11 tu~ '111<r1t1r111 m 1!1fr ) ,,.,11 lh\ dolt' llt 
dit 11! ·1IV1 t ~n \ll•Jr tl:1i1 whultt hyr1:11n1 ttl_,,t f11•~ly lly !lmlr tJ't'll ('t1r1l11,I •J\u 111 1t1v rr ,1r1t t' ,ij h•~ r i, 
P'OilitJi,(1 l L1'!,. r•tf1vl~i11; J11 u;1t;11A1'li,,fJ ~·, .. ~ l1'ilWl1fJt'! 1he (~1mr(1ll'tf .-111' ll ltl !(1 l·h1"'ol\'4,i\ !ht \'H\,lhl ,, "Illy 
t11Mrlm1t1tll'lll h•111'>Jtflj1~ I 
> VR SHO~~ING 
> 20 S~OWWAY 
> SURCH 
ltu ylf'lllfl:111M1tth1h•(l1J1'1'!J~l'f"Vf111/11r1·'•l•lh> l1r111y1r1 uj l•lli}til ft11 l,f1l rid 
..i11d "''' tff'H I orirl r .ru bu ltril.. ri IO'Jllltlid bf hit+ !!WI ii my rl•1 Thi ft\ t l 11 )I' l•J ltt !lit 
!'f.\l"lh-' "1 f'11"itt lt11i11 At fN11 "tiV/t~ r~1111,,, !~11 'M1h Hu• d 1! , AO r,f !1\1111111+ t1fP'"'tl 1tf r,l !r, r11,~ti 
l'tJf.-11f!1ril,11rn.4f11in l'I lutul'j 111 lhf!I ? ... l·~li-1 ~ 1· ~l""..t'r' 11r1J1tl/t I 11n111H1I'1p11}\ 1111 H I ll• 
r.un·lt• ~·I Ill"' rJ111hiV .. 111 l1v •J11, .. LHh•J f·n1 ,dfl·lrd 11"1"1 h.q.u tu ~H tl'IW 1 u1•J,1v ~" 1J1J I 
11 I,., Ilion, th. 11, l11• 1111~•l•11w1,t1f1\j ll1t!!U\jt. 1ml11'•• ~r r (j I 1111.1d11 •I 1·" 
O•I. VllHIPPllQ llSHIWWIY lllNIWWlr CIHU 
l<igur' 5. 9 Home Pngl' of VI{ II pcr11111rl 
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S.6.1.3 VR Shopping 
Tour 
Figure 5. 10: VR Shopping of VR Hypermart 
This is the virtual environment of the hypermarket. Here 
client can tour the environment freely. Here got three 
functions available which arc listed at the following: 
• Check Product Detai I 
• 
Figure 5. JI : 'hl•d Produd Dd11il In VI{ Shoppl11g 
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When client click the product image, the product details will 
be showing at the bottom footer. 
• Drop-down View Point Selected 
F.nlr•t\e• 
tu!otmaiion Caunlor 
CHllC011111Ur 
lCJll)phQno NIPhilfltt 801w1to 
llt111kmuy & Comf'Llter Sattwl'lr• 
lh>o•tt LlnM & ttouH WelN 
1 IOll'lt Appll•nc.es 
ProM\oUont Arta 
Toy• pi>tt 1 ll!HJ•o• 
CuAcc:aHorlH 
Sw1uH Gmcuv 
Ot1lry 
frOJ'"n rood 
V•Qet..bl• t Ht~ Cnuntu 
Ory f60d Grocery 
L1dl•1Wtu 
CotrtttUC.1 Ptrtvmtt 
r..:l\li;i Bwby&. t<kla 
CIHnlng froduct:t & Dei..rgent. 
61Wor•go1 
Poultry 
rlahory 
0Htert 
Routry 
8tih')!&PHt.ry 
f'IHJtk111 .. l 11 
Figure 5. 12: View Point Selection in VR Shopping 
The drop-down list was listed all together 24 department or 
the view point. The client can elect fr rn th list where will 
had quick bring the cli nt to the desir d department. 
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• VR movie Touring 
I 
& Bhn1•n•Q•mtn1 I 
':I Soltwtre GmbH 
Figure S. 13 : Tour in VR Shopping 
The "Tour" button at the upper of the drop-d wn list was the 
start and stop button for YR movie of the touring the whole 
YR hypermarket. Just simply click the tour button, the 
movie will start. When m vie was running, click again the 
"tour" button, them vie will be stop. 
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5.6.1.4 VR Show Way 
,. HOME 
)> V1J. StlOJ!l!fl't'G ,. VlJ S!JOW W,f.Y, 
). 20 IHOWWA.Y ,. Sl~RtfH 
: : Pleeae Select 11 Department 
Uipi1tmf;r11 B~kery & Paslr 
Bakery & Paelry 
Beverages 
Car Atceuor1e1 & Garden Furniture 
Cleaning Produtll & D•1ergen11 
Co1me1ict f'1rfumet 
Oauy 
Oe11ert 
Fishery 
Frozen Food 
Home Uner1 House Wear 
Ladies Wear 
Poullry 
P1omo11on Area 
Roastry 
Stationary Music, Video Compul r Software 
Sweel Grocery 
Telephonn,Mob1le, Afle1 Salu Service 
Tex11le Baby & K1d1 
Toyo Sport Luggage 
1Y Hlfi Homo Apphoncu 
vegetebte F1ul1 Counter 
lnfo1ma11on Counter 
Figure 5. 14 : VR Show Way in VR Hypermart 
The client can select the desired department from the 
drop-down list, then click "go" button. The YR movie will 
be load. 
lo HOME : : Please Select a Deportment 
Oepi.rtrntiul I B kery & Pastry 
). \flt SHOP~ING 
). VR SHOW WAY 
)I. 20 SHOW WA,Y 
). SF&RCH 
A•mlnhlr•I01 l911fn 
,.._ 
Figur • 5. 15 : V R 'how Wu 11 in VJ{ I lypN'11111rl 
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When the VR movie was load, just simply click the "start" 
button, the movie will start running. When "start" button 
click again, the movie will be stop. When the movie start 
running, it will loops continuously until the client click slop. 
5.6.1.5 2D Show Way 
Admln lrelor l.oi]fn 
click To show Way To The Department 
• - • ~ 
r1 I ~j n I ~·· 1~ M:m~, 
~'-~.___, ~[ ~' ~ 
Figure 5. 16: 20 Show Way in VR Hypcrmart 
The client an select the desired department fr m the 2D 
flash map, and then double click; the flash movie will be 
loaded. 
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CMl'l'teth;:11& 
Perfurtiu 
Department 
l\t.rt I"'"' tho m•ln 
•nll•n• or VR 
llyl*nt•r1wl, 
wllll!•11'•""1!,ru 
Clll ... ~ l'IQmt>liQn a "'"••rourWth•nd •Id• 
ThaC-1.tlot& 
P1r1un'Mt Dop11r1nMH•t 
la ..,.,alO<I right b<ohlt>d 
.,. promotion ., ... 
Figure S. 17 : 20 Show Way 11 in VR Hyperrnart 
The flash movie loaded and the audio started. Click back button 
to return to the previous page. 
5.6.1.6 Search 
> MMC :: SEARCH 
> VA SHO,,lf'iO Dep&rirnenl ··Select De or1men1 • • I§!) 
- - SeleCI Deportment- - 
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1~ igurc S. 18 : S enrch Drop-down list in VI{ l lypermurt 
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The client can select the desired department from the 
drop-down list, then click "go" button. 
• Search product detai I by keywords 
I> HOME : : SEARCH>,. BEVERAGES DEPARTMENT 
It \lllS"OP.P.ING 
~ VIJ SHOW WAY 
~ 20 SKOWW~Y 
~ 5£4Rt<H 
Enter Pro<Jucl'• K•yworu f voo'~ 
Depar1 mem Bev rogea 
o;•l .. O VA.ltyp•tOtJ1t. All Rl(lhl• k•t1tt~ftl. 
fflMI :: H IMDPrllC : : H 1011 WAY :: 11 llDW wn : : llntN 
Figure S. 19: Search Keyword in VR Hypermart 
The client can type in the product k yw rds and click "go" 
button to load the search result. 
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• Search result found 
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Figure 5. 20 : Search Result in VR Hyperrnart 
The client can view all the searched result by scr lling down 
the tab bar. The product's d tail is shown and client can click 
on the product image t view the pr duct I cati n 111 YR show 
way in a new windows. 
•' 
Figure 5. 21 : Search Result in VR Show Wuy 
Tit, YR sho n loud ·dill'! ·r .li .k on th' pr idu ·t imau 3S. 
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• Search result not found 
[J13parlm1rnt f Beveregas 
Enter Product's V.;;y-Nord I [iiOD 
:: RESULT 
No re5ulf found 
fflMI -: IU~IPPIU :: lllMIWWIY :: HIHIWWlY :: IEHCW 
''iODG VR lfy°l)l"I m1u I All rti1Jlrt11t r•itttil vrut. 
Figure 5. 22: Search Result II in VR Hyperrnart 
No result found page will be shown if there is no match for 
the client search item. 
5.6.1.7 Contact Us 
.,. HOME 
)> VR SHO~~ING 
I> VR SHOW WAY 
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11 i~1ll' • 5. 23 : ontuct Us in V l{ Hypcrmnrt 
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The client can click on the name hyperlink to email to the VR 
hyper mart administrator. 
5.6.2 Admin Back Office Section 
5.6.2.1 Login 
Figure 5. 24 : Administrator Log In in VR Hypermart Back Office 
The administrator need to aurh rizc log in by enter their user 
name and password, and then click the 'submit' button to 
proceed. ff the username or password is not matched, the 
administrator can not go any further. If successfully log in, 
the administrator will be lead t the Main page. 
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5.6.2.2 Main Page 
!;4;.'J./.lJ ~!.:,:l!O 
Vitw1D1111w Rt!Ordt 
EGrlRt~Old 
Figure 5. 25 : Main Page in VR Hyperrnart Dack Office 
The administrator can select which functions to proceed 
from the main page. The functions are Add new records, 
View/delete records and Edit record. 
5.6.2.3 Add New Record 
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Figure 5. 26: Add New Record in VR Hyperrnart Back Office 
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The administrator needs to select the desired department 
from the drop-down list, next to fill in the product detail. 
Click on the "Submit" button to add new record to database 
or "Reset" button to reset the filled details. 
AddHtwRAH:o1d 
NtfW1tt01d1ttMO 
!P1odutl01p111m1nt 
1P1odurllm•1" 
~1lct11mao11t411m101~ 
lPIOd\lllNimt 
[P!OdUllOranu 
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t-"'""DIP"'"'"''D 
Figure 5. 27 : New Record Added in VR Hypermart Dack Office 
The new record is saved page shown aft r successfully 
added new record to the database. The administrator can 
continue add new records or click on "Main" to return to the 
main page. 
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5.6.2.4 View/Delete Record 
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Figure 5. 28 View Record in VR Hypermart Back Office 
The administrator needs to select the desired department 
from the drop-down list in the list record page to view the 
selected department's products. 
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Figure 5. 29 View List Record in VR Hypcrmart Unck Office 
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product's detail. 
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Figure 5. 30 : View Selected Record in VR Hypermart Back Office 
The administrator can to view the product's detail after 
clicked on the product name in the previous pages. The 
administrator can go back to the List Record page by click 
on the "List Records" link or go back lo the Main page by 
click on the "Main" link. 
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The administrator needs to check on the selected product's 
check box and clicking the "delete" button to delete the 
items. The administrator can checked more than one item. 
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Figure 5. 32: Record Deleted in VR Hypermart Back Office 
The record(s) deleted page shown after successfully delete 
record(s) from the database. The administrator can continue 
view/delete records or click on "Main" to return to the main 
page. 
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5.6.2.5 Edit Record 
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Figure 5. 33 Edit Record Selection in VR Hypermart Back Office 
The administrator needs to select the desired department 
from the drop-down list in the list record page to further edit 
the selected department's products . 
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Figure 5. 34 Edit List Record in VR Hypcrmart Back Office 
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edit the product's detail. 
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Figure 5. 35 : Edit Record in VR Hypermart Back Office 
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The administrator can edit the product's detail after clicked 
on the product name in the previous pages. Click on the 
"Submit" button to save the edited record to database. The 
administrator can go back to the List Record page by click 
on the "List Records" link or go back to the Main page by 
click on the "Main" link. 
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Figure 5. 36: R zcord Updated in VR Hyp ·nunri Hoel Offkc 
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The record is updates page shown after successfully edit 
record from the database. The administrator can go back to 
the List Record page by click on the "List Records" link or 
go back to the Main page by click on the "Main" link. 
5.6.2.6 Log Out 
01Jhad!ogou1tutctHllJlly 
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Figure 5. 37: Log Out in VR Hypermart Back Office 
The administrator requir s clicking on the I g out in the 
main page button to log out. The administrat r can re-log in 
from the successfully log out page. 
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5. 7 Flow Chart 
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5.8 Summary 
In conclusion for chapter 5, the basic framework of design and the flow of the 
whole system of VR hypermarket been sketched out and explained. The data 
flow diagram clearly had shown the context diagram and the level-0 DFD 
diagram for both administrator interface and user interface. The database designs 
are represented in entity relationship diagram and class diagram for a better 
understanding about the database design. Lastly is the print screen of each 
function and layout of the system to show briefly how the process running. 
There is a flow chart to give a vision of how the user decision process while in 
the VR hypermarket. 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM TESTING 
6.1 Introduction 
In general, the term 'system testing' refers to the testing of the system in artificial 
conditions to ensure that it should perform as expected and as required. 
From a Systems Development perspective [40], System Testing refers to the 
testing performed by the development team (the programmers and other 
technicians) to ensure that the system works module by module ('unit testing') 
and also as a whole. Each module at the lowest level of the system hierarchy is 
tested individually. Then, all the tested modules would be related to the next 
module testing. This approach is repeated until all the modules are tested 
s uccessfu 11 y. 
System Testing should ensure that each function of the system works as expected 
and that any errors (bugs) arc noted and analyzed. It should additionally ensure 
that interfaces for export and import routines, function as required. System 
Testing does not concern itself with the functionality of the system and whcth r 
this is appropriate to meet the needs of the users. 
6.2 Testing Process 
In general, the testing process f Virtual R culuy Hyp rrnark 't can be shown in 
the following fi ur . All th d 'tails will b • lurth 'r · I lain ·d in subs ''Ill 'Ill 
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sub-sections. 
Unit 
Testing 
Module 
Testing 
Integration 
Testing 
System 
Testing 
Figure 6. 1 : Testing Process 
6.2.1 Unit Testing 
Unit test is the process to test the individual component to ensure that 
they function properly. Each component is tested independently without 
the interference from other system components. Unit test is performed 
concurrently with the development process. 
Techniques used during the process of performing unit testing are as 
follows: 
• Code Review 
Inside the VRML file (*.wrl), codes are reviewed line by line to 
discover any syntax err r as well as semantic error. If errors are 
discovered, they are corrected immediately. By using the VrmlPad, 
the err r can be easily tra ed it had some advance feature which is 
fields validation macro and dynamic errors detection. 
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• Other techniques 
Inside the vrml coding, there will be other function added to the 
environment. So, there will be a comment add to let us can easily 
traced the error path of the function added. Any line that starts with 
a # character is a comment, and ignored by the VRML parser, so 
add comments to the files can be using this method. 
6.2.2 Module Testing 
Module testing is performed without other system modules. Each 
module consist a collection of dependent components to perform 
particular task or function. Test cases of different possible are applied to 
module and test result would be verified. Unusual results will be 
analyzed and they would help in debugging sub-rn dules in rder l 
produce the desired output. 
6.2.3 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is testing two or m re modules r Iunct i ns together 
with the intent of finding interface defects between the m dulcs or 
functions. Jntegration Testing is the testing of collection of unit testing 
(Module testing) which is already conducted by software developer. In 
Integration ~ sting the interface also .hc .k d, i. ·. art ·r .ombining this 
rnodul wh thcr th 'Y give th' d 'Sir xl r .sult. 
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Several important aspects are checked to ensure that the flow of the data 
in Virtual Reality Hypermarket is well organized and are user friendly 
to all the system users. 
6.2.4 System Testing 
Several modules constitute a project. Once all the modules are 
integrated, several errors may arise. The testing done at this stage is 
called system test. System testing is to find errors that result from 
unanticipated interactions between sub-systems. Besides, it is used to 
validate whether the system meets its functional and non-functional 
requirement. 
Problems might occur by the time the new elev lop cl system is 
integrated to existing system. There are few possibilities that might lead 
to this mismatch of both new and old system 
• Interface mismatch 
As Virtual Reality Hypermarket is a totally separate system. Virtual 
Reality Hypermarket has its own set of interfac s which in *. wrl file 
where we embedded into *.html file. In the *.html file, the layout is 
setting the [ram '.Th ere is calling inside *.wrl file to *.php file on otl: ·r 
frame insid th' same *.html Iil '. Rut, th .rc's 110 ruisrnat 'ho' .urs, 
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• Data type mismatch 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket has its own database to store data at the 
beginning stage, admin login information such as username and 
password are retrieved from another database. 
Finally, a performance test is performed to compare the integrated 
modules with the non-functional system requirements. These 
requirements include security, interoperability, flexibility and reliability. 
6.3 Conclusion 
Testing on a system had been done successfully. Testing is important for 
ensuring the functionality of the system of the system has run correctly follow 
the user requ.irement. 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
7.1 Introduction 
System implementation in software development is a process to convert system 
requirements into program codes. At the initial stage of system implementation 
is setting up the development environment where includes setting up 
development tools to facilitate the system implementation. 
Generally, the development environment is suited according to different 
development phases, which can be categorized into system design, system 
development and report writing process. 
7.1.1 System Design 
The system design is stated in chapter 5, during the initial stage f 
system development, a few consideration and adjustment were done lo 
initial system design to match the actual need and requir ments. 
7.1.2 System Development 
The basic tools used for the system developm nt are: 
I. VRMLPad 
11. Room Arranger 
111. Appscrv 
IV. yon 
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v. Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Image creation Tool) 
vi. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX (Editor and interface creation 
tool) 
vii. SwishMax (Flash intro and 2d show way) 
viu. Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 (Web browser) 
7.1.3 Report Writing 
The problem meets and also the solutions found throughout the 
processes (from system implementation until system evaluation) were 
recorded as well as result from system testing and system integration. 
7.2 System Coding - Coding Approach, Style and Scripting Language 
7.2.1 Database Implementation 
For Virtual Reality Hypermarket, the database is stored in a PC in which 
SQLyog was installed. SQLyog is compatible with MySQL 4.1.7 .Any 
data creation, updates or data retrieval will be connected directly to the 
database server through MySql. 
The database includes tables to keep users' details including users' 
authentications information and also the table for stock or virtual reality 
hypermarket. Virtual Reality I lyp rrnarkct is an onlinc appli .at ion in 
which th admin .an reat ', ·dit and d 'I .rc nny r · .ords dir 'ti into th 
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Virtual Reality Hypermarket database. 
After the Virtual Reality Hypermarket is completed and tested 
successfully, all the raw data were flush from the database. All the 
unnecessary tables were eliminated from Virtual Reality Hypermarket 
database to avoid data overlapping and to reduce workload of the entire 
system when deployment. 
7.2.2 Application Server Configuration 
The Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain 
an open-source HTTP server for modern operating systems including 
UNIX and Windows NT. The goal of this project is to provide a secure, 
efficient and extensible server that provides HTIP services in sync with 
the current HTTP standards. 
Apache has been the most popular web server on the Internet since 
April 1996. The November 2005 Netcraft Web Server urvcy found that 
more than 70% of the web sites on the Internet are using Apach , thus 
making it more widely used than all other web servers combined. 
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7.2.3 Program Implementation 
PHP and HTML is used to develop the entire VR Hypermarket (while 
the virtual environment is using room arranger to generate the VRML 
code), with the PHP open source code. 
PHPPage 
Figure 7-1 indicated a PHP page (login.php). By using PHP class, the 
concept of inheritance and encapsulation can be manipulated thus iL 
enhances class reusability that can lead to easier system expandability. 
<?php 
sessi on_start(); 
include("cn.php"); 
$rnsg = ""; 
ii' (issct($_POSTI 'Submit'!)) 
$usernarnc = $_POST! 'usernamc' I; 
$pa sword= $_POSTl'password'I; 
$result= rnysql_query("Selcct *From adrnin where usemamee'Susemamc'v.Slink): 
i f(rnysq l_nu rn_rows($rcsu lt)>O) 
$row= mysql_fctch_array($rcsult, MYSQL_BOTH); 
if($password ==$row! "password" I) 
$_SESSIONl'adrninok'I = "ck": 
$_SESSION I 'uscrnarne'] = "uscrnamc"; 
$_SESSION I 'password'! = "password"; 
hcadcrt'Location: adrnin.php"): 
else 
$rnsg = "Password in .orrc ·1"; 
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else 
$msg = "Username incorrect"; 
?> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" contcnt="en-us"> 
<meta http-equiveContent-Type'' content="text/html; charset=gb23 I 2"> 
-ctitlec-Vfc Hypermart Backoffice<llitle> 
<link href="style.css" rel="stylesheet" type='fext/css"> 
«/head» 
<body bgcolor="#COCOCO" > 
<div align="center"> 
<table bordereO" width=" I 00%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" id="lablc I 00" height 
="100%" > 
<tbody> 
<Ir> 
<Id vAlign=center align=middle> 
<table border="O" width="345" cells] acing="O" 
background="images/login.gi I" hcight="3 I 5" > 
<tr> 
ccllpadding="O" id="tablc I" 
<Id width="345" valignetcp" style="b rder: 2px solid #FFFFFF" > 
<table bordcreO" width=" I 00%" ccllspacinge'D" ccllpadding="O" id="tablc2" > 
<Ir> 
-ctd width="97" height=" 129"> <ltd> 
<Id width="258" heighre'' 129"> <ltd> 
<!tr> 
<lr> 
<Id width="97"> <ltd> 
<Id valigne'top'c-cform numce'Torm I" 111c1hod="pos1" action=""> 
-aubfc bordcreO" wicllh=" I 00 ~i" ccllspacingeO" ccllpuddingeU'' 
id="table3"> 
<Ir> 
<Id hcighl="23"><spun 
="#FFFFFF"> ser N:1111' : <ll'ont><lspun><ltd 
<!tr> 
·luss ="uriol I hold"><l°tlnl .ulor 
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<tr> 
<td height="22"> 
<font size="2" face="Arial"> 
<input name="username" type='text" id="username"> 
<lfont><ltd> 
<ltr><tr> 
-ctd» <ltd> 
«nr» 
<tr> 
<td height="22"><span class ="aria! I 2hold"><f'ont color 
="#FFFFFF">Password :<lfont><lspan><ltd> 
<!tr> <tr> 
<td> 
<font size="?" face="Arial"> 
<input name=password" typeepassword" id="1nssword"> 
<lfont><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="26"> <ltd> 
<!tr> 
<tr> 
-ctd» 
<table border="O" widthe" I 00%" ccllspacing="O" cellpadding="O" 
id="table4" height="29"> 
<tr> 
<td width="69"> 
<p align="right"> 
<ltd> 
<td width="74"><div align="right"> <input typcesubmu" namceSubrnit" 
vatueeSubmit'c-c/divc-c/td» 
<Id widthe" 117"> <ltd> 
<!tr> 
<!table> 
<ltd> 
au» 
<!table> 
<!form> 
<ltd> 
<!tr> 
<!table> 
<ltd> 
<!tr> 
<ltahlc> 
<ltd><lt <lthody><ltHbl ·> 
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</div> 
<!body> 
«/htmb- 
VRML 
For the VRML, it is using to generate the virtual reality environment. 
Below are the few sentences of VRML code. 
#VRML V2.0 utf8 
World Info 
info "Author: Room Arranger, www.roornarranger.corn" 
title "Room Arranger 3D scene" 
DEF WALK_NAV Navigation Info 
avararSize [ 0.15, 1.6, 0.5 I 
headlight FALSE 
type L "ANY", "WALK" I 
DEF FLY~NAY Navigationlnfo 
avatarSize I 0.15, 1.6, 0.5 I 
headlight FALSE 
type ["FLY", "ANY" l 
Background 
groundAngle 1.57 
groundColcr I 0.7 0.8 0, 0.3 0.5 0 I 
skyAngle r 1.5, 1.57 I 
sky olor I 0 0 I, 0.6 0.8 I, I I I I 
Transform 
children 
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Shape 
appearance Appearance 
material Material 
diffuseColor 0 0 0 
emissiveColor 0.3 0.5 0 
} 
l 
geometry Box 
size 200 0.2 200 
translation 0 -0.12 0 
DEF VPI Viewpoint 
orientation 0 I 0 0. 17 
position 29 1.6 37.5 
descripLion "Start" 
DEF VP2 Viewpoint 
orientation 0 I 0 -1.22 
position 27 1.6 32 
description "counter" 
DEF VP3 Viewpoint 
orientation 0 I 0 -3.14 
position 13.5 1.6 24.2 
description "cashier" 
DEF VP4 Viewpoint 
orientation 0 I 0 -1.22 
position 27 1.6 25.5 
description "telephone" 
Point Light 
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ambientlntensity 0.15 
intensity 0.28 
location -2 19.05 -2 
PointLight 
ambientlntensity 0.1 5 
intensity 0.28 
location -2 19.05 42 
PointLight 
ambientlntensity 0.15 
intensity 0.28 
location 39 19.05 42 
PointLight 
ambientlntensity 0.15 
intensity 0.28 
location 39 19.05 -2 
Transform 
children 
OpenDoorSub2 
appearance Appearance 
texture Irnagc'Icxture 
url "textures/door I .jpg" 
repeats FALSE 
repearT FALSE 
Open Rot 0 I 0 0 
losedkot -1.57 
cale I I. 95 0.03 
rot al ion 0 I 0 0 
translation 7.47 0 0 
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7.2.4 
Transform 
children 
OpenDoorSub2 
appearance Appearance 
texture I mageTexture 
url "textures/door! .jpg" 
repeats FALSE 
repeatT FALSE 
Open Rot 0 I 0 0 
ClosedRot 1.57 
scale I 1.95 0.03 
rotation OJ 0-3.1416 
translation 9.47 0 0 
Scripting Language and CSS(Cascading Style Sheets) 
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is also used to gain better control of the 
interface design . 
. arial 10 { 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: I Opx; 
A:link { text-decoration: none; color: #000000; } 
A:visited {text-decoration: none; olor: #000000; } 
Aihovcr ( text-decoration: none; color: #DE29 I 0; ) 
A:active {text-decoration: none; color: #000000;} 
.aria I 16 { 
font-fnrni ly: Ariul; 
Iont-siz ·: I 6p : 
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font-weight: bold; 
.pagebg { 
background-image: url (i mages/bg.gi f); 
background-position: center; 
.arial 11 bold { 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: 11 px; 
font-weight: bold; 
.aria I 12bold { 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: I 2px; 
font-weight: bold; 
.arial 12( 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: I 2px; 
.arial 11 ( 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: 11 px; 
.arial I 6bold ( 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: J 6px; 
font-weight: bold; 
color: #666666; 
.arial 13 { 
font-family: Arial; 
font-size: I 3px; 
.introbg ( 
background-imag •: urltimagcs/intr: _dotbg.gil); 
background-repeat: rcpcat-y: 
background-position: J ·l't top: 
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CHAPTER 8 SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
8.1 Introduction 
Evaluation is important phase before deliver to the end user and the ultimate 
phase of developing the system. Evaluation are related to user environment, 
attitudes, information priorities and several concerns that need consider carefully 
before effectiveness can be concluded. At all phases of the system approaches, 
evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a variety of sources 
and information. 
8.2 Problem Encounter and its Solutions 
8.2.1 Problem with PHP Coding 
PHP was a new application for me to develop a dynamic web page. 
Here, I start from beginning to learning the PHP and Mysql coding. The 
entire tutorial and open source was coming from internet. Some of the 
system PHP coding was modify from the open source. Before I started 
modify, I had fuJJy understand the coding function. Then the 
modification can be done easily. The new functi n was creating 
according to the system function we had set in the initial stage. me of 
the function we require was not able to find in open source. S , J had 
visit google group to find the solution. 
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8.2.2 Problem with VRML Coding 
For VRML coding, which had been generate from the "Room Arranger" 
software, it need to do some editing inside the coding to make the YR 
environment more interactive and also do some scaling of the picture. 
The scaling picture is the product picture inside the rack. Only one 
product image was use, but we need so modification on the coding to 
make the picture can duplicate at the surface of a box. So, the product 
on the rack was more than one product. The amount of picture duplicate 
can be changing inside the coding. Beside that, we need editing the 
coding of VRML in order to add the anchor link to *.php file, to read 
the detail of product information from the database. 
8.3 Evaluation by End User 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket was proposed to make the application more 
interactive and fulfilling the objective of the system. The final stage of system 
development which is the system testing becomes critical and it needs feedbacks 
from all respective users in judging the correctness of these functionalities, 
precise data flow as well as user friendliness of the system's interfaces. 
The development of Virtual Reality Hypermarket was c nducted with the 
objective to cover the scope briefly, which means that the whole system was 
developed quickly 10 have th vcrall StJ'LI .turc and pot ntial Of' th' syst '111 but 
the system was not rcfin id to show its lull ·rn ·i ency, 
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The overall feedback from the end users is valuable and Virtual Reality 
Hypermarket was expected to serve the targeted group well after refining. 
8.4 System Strengths 
8.4.1 Virtual Navigation 
Client was able to navigate the virtual environment by using the device 
of a computer with mouse and monitor. Inside the VR environment, 
client can be changing the view point of the environment in order 
proceed to other department by the interface drop-down list. Client also 
can view VR movie of the whole VR hypermarket navigation. 
8.4.2 Future Integration 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is developed using PHP, which enable 
better integrity in the future. 
8.4.3 Support High Volumes of Users 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is deployed using the latest database from 
SQL, the MySql 4.J.7, which is the most powerful database in the 
market. This makes it ready to cope with large amount of user in the 
future. 
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8.5 System Constraints and Future Enhancements 
This Virtual Reality Hypermarket can functions more efficiency if some refining 
work had been done. It will increase its usability and reliability. The aspects to 
be refine and suggestion to enhance the system are state below: 
• Strict data type checking 
Check the input of user strictly using JavaScript to maintain the consistency 
of data stored and avoid error. 
• Adding Function of E-commerce 
Client was able to buy the product through online. 
• Avatar available 
The availability avatar can make the system more interactive if there is 
conversation between user and the avatar. 
• Virtual Map 
The virtual map available in YR environment, the user can check their 
location inside the map. 
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APPENDIX B - USER MANUAL 
1.1 Introduction 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket is a web base system that can let the client of 
hypermarket had online virtual tour the hypermarket environment before 
entering the hypermarket and checking the stock availability of the stock. This 
manual is a guide to help client visiting the web site in right way in order had 
fully using the function inside the VR environment. 
1.2 Client Section 
1.2.1 Main Page 
Here is the intro flash, the client can select to: 
• Home 
Here is the home page of the web site. r m here, user can 
navigate to other section as well. 
• Shopping 
Client can straight go to YR shopping section. 
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1.2.2 Home Page 
Here is a simple introduction about the Virtual Reality Hypermarket. 
fide Edit View Favorites Took Help 
Acld:tu!4tlntlp://loceflost/v1hyperm111t/inde1el.htrrj 
Co<~lr. r· ·····:.::.11 IGISt•<h •. ~ g:i,sLlo<'-d_ .,. Ch"k • ' .......... 
\.'1rtunl Pnlil~ Hyp111mmk;1?! 11 ii 1'11h111 orv1rorur11mt I ~·po1m111k;otl .,.huh 1!1 1n thn1·d1r11Jrn1f•t1HI 
i,nwiriJr1t111.1r11 nllh 1l1t11fo\ 11l lr1hmn .. twn erd l~ir.11li1111 vf\l.wi titiJJJd W!111t1 \l•t r)lt't1! rJ!:'l..h.hnJ to ~i-"""' 
!hi jl(Od11(t 1)1 111•)11, Coll Hill~1 l'M11 (•I l·dtrl'lr1 l1HI 0~ 1h v.ilf ~11•: ,,..ltl(l t» tt.11 ! I tn\ !ht W•) I(• r1•.j11.1! Iii• 
p1011.1r.t ·h~IJHltd 1"'111 r1he. ln.miJ i.nd h'1.k INl'IJ1!1 •~II Lt rnet.ucu 111 ttre t)t·ll'!rl lt•t11r'1·" Ihe 
·;I.uni •IH· .:i.n t•)11r 1t11 'N'11·)l1J l1'fj· 111,1r~c1 I il•ly h)' ltdr •hlfl (•)•1h,)l 1/'-l'lg 1'1•t ft)lf'll• hJ 11'1.1• 11 
pr,r.tJl)i,1 Hu p111•1di\ t11 111\r,r t\ II t' 'Wll~ Ltl...,.•n lht ft mp•J\1;1 111J 1·,1r hi l·1u" 1 1111 ~1111J.it ruhl t 
•·l'i'tll'lr11r1w1l l1vp~1n1)1h1•I 
111' $1j0Pl'IN0 
VftSffOWWAY 
l111'f t)'\:1111 1 1 t11 r nlu wlut-' 1111111 1111 Ii 111• •l--IJ lt1u' th• 1111 .. y,1 .11d 11t1 111 l")'' ~11_. Ll11•11! ur11J 
uilJ IM '\.f'r-..-1 1>11d ;11 l.e li11IJ<+j lfl11U,t1 bv l1ilf·r11t •1 tr.y pl4v,t liH· ho I t't~f!ol 1ri•;11•JH thto 
dJiJt•J~ i 't1•?1 Th! '-rlt·m wn c Jr1nf··t.1d "frlh lh•t d It ~t• l~ •J A 1h1t11t1 111 hyt1Mr11•1l.111 tc ri1 wl t 
f IJf't the 1111 JOT) l\!UI l)\ t!Ollf'l'J m thf !.it .. hoil •f I'' )W1f1 ~lfid )!rid l"'l111.11 lb'l '};!l!J(h lh•rJ 'IC>I j l'J111, !ht 
nur1b"r 01 111• QoJL·J\ ~-111 ti~ di;d1Jl li1•1J ht •iJrm11111lr •!1'11 l1:•u11• t<J 1o.Jc ""'"' 1}1 111 .J .. 1" 1·rvd11t: t 
1p1n1111ohr•n, !hr c 11· t-it u •iii'"' 11111'11•1 tf./ 111h 'l1hn1• M• r, 1111111 rl 111h1 " 
20 St40WW+V 
)> $CIRCH 
HMI · · II U.,11•1 " II Ullllf WAY fl IHlll WlY ·: UHCN 
·1 
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1.2.3 VRShopping 
Fie Edit View Favorit:eS' Tools Help 
,_~~ -.. ... ..,..~, 
~ 
/ 
This is the virtual environment of the hypermarket. Here cJient can tour 
the environment freely. Here got three functions available which are 
listed at the following: 
• Check Product Detail 
t..H11t• 1 fi) l~t~7i~:.·~/~;·j;Yl*m.ll/~R~~.l~ml 
Co<~I• • J ..::] !C ><•ct> • is:i ,l\'l st~'"" 
111"'' 
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When client click the product image, the product details will be 
showing at the bottom footer. 
• Drop-down View Point Selected 
P.-1:1,.,~~ liftt;;;1~~~(.~~~~.~".'~·html. 
~1t-l ---,~ _;;)ifC""""' -1~ .... ~•--"' !~-~--'.!!~ 
~ 
r ,... __ ,,_•'• ~--- '-' ~ fntr1nm1 
l1110tm•1lonCounll'.lr 
Ca•llCuuf!Ulr 
'h?IOptmru;i ~OllilOtl 5o1111CQ 
f:ltMeoniur & CompiJt.l!f 8nttw11111 
II~ LlnM & llou~ W•ttr 
lfOIMAJ)plltlKH 
PrOl'll(ltlO"*Ar•t 
ro.,. Sport I i.tOO•G• 
fJUAt;f! .. 1011 .. 
$w1~t Gtor.1ry 
l)1ky 
I rceen loud 
Vt1~>t• r1u11 Couut11 
Dr, Food ()(QU•t'f 
l.lldlt•Wnr 
Co1mat1G1 Ptrfvmtt 
l••lil•ll•by& l<ld• 
Ohumlnt Jlmdt.M.M A O.uirv-nts 
80hlltlfl"ll 
JlotJll)' 
fklhll}' 
011 ... 11 
Ron1ry 
Btk..,&Poetory 
OD.U 
,,,. 
" 
The drop-down list was listed all together 24 department f the view 
point. The client can select from the list where will had quick bring 
the client to the desired department. 
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• VR movie Touring 
I II 
1,±kie.~lel"htt~;J~f;;h~-~~,;;~:~" 
. --------::::i; re;""''" · · ~ 
··················· 1m .. ~ 
I:\, Bit.m•n•Qtr»tnt 
~ So~twtr• Cmbt-i 
01'.>!JWiO~f!t 
BltltH 
The "Tour" button at the upper of the drop-down list was the start 
and stop button for YR movie of the touring the whole YR 
hypermarket. Just simply click the tour button, the movie will start. 
When movie was running, click again the "tour" button, the m vie 
wilJ be stop. 
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1.2.4 VRShowWay 
~·a~·a~k~~~y~··"&~ .. ·p  .. ·a ~~i r_._ .. ~@£!1 
Bakery & Putry 
Beverages 
Car Accestorles 8. Garden Fumhwe 
Cleaning Products & Detergent• 
coemence Perfumes 
Dairy 
beeeen 
Fnshery 
Frozen Food 
Home Linen House Wear 
Ladies Wear 
Poultry 
Promotion Area 
Routry 
S1a1iona1y Mu1k, Vldao Comp1111H Snnware 
Swee1 Grocery 
Telephone1.Mob!le, After Salet Se1V1c1 
Tu11le Baby &Kids 
Toys Sport Luggage 
~ lV H1fi Home Appliances ;"'~--------~---~.::.-.~~-~o9_r~_':_~i~~··~F~-·~i-~;~,~-~-"'_" , 
~l 
The client can select the desired department from the drop-down list, 
then click "go" button. The VR movie will be load. 
: : Pl .. •• S•l•ct o Oepa1ttne11t 
) Start 
--1:::... 
tl1yfo.-t11o1'"•'V ,._.. ----- ----- 
When the YR 111 vie was load, just sim] ly ·Ii .k th' "start" button, th' 
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movie will start running. When "start" button click again, the movie 
will be stop. When the movie start running, it will loops continuously 
until the client click stop. 
1.2.5 2D Show Way 
!,II • ;;.;-·.·.··/· 
Fiie Edit Vlew favorites Tools Help 
Click To Show Way To The Department 
lll 
The client can select the desired department from the 2D flash map, and 
then double click; the flash movie will be loaded. Un
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The flash movie loaded and the audio started. Click back button to 
1.2.6 
return to the previous page. 
Search 
rlle (dil View f4VO!il&S Tools Help 
> HOM~ .. SEARCH 
> ~$H()P.~IN0 Oepsrtmen1 , ··Select Depenment •• [§'!) 
• • Soloct Oepo11monl • • 
> Vft·SHOW.WA·Y, Bake &Pe.11 
> ~O -SttOWWAY Co• Acce1101l11 & Gard n rum1tu11 
Cleen1n1J Prociu1.tt & 01t l!iltlflll 
> !U"Oiil Co1met1c1 Perfumes 
nolry 
Oeuer1 
Ory i-ceo IJ1oc1ry 
F11h1ry 
Fro1on Food 
Home unen House Wear 
Lod1HW1or 
Pouttiy 
P1urnobon Alaa 
Rocn11ry 
S1t1tlone11y Mutlr Video Computer Sonwer1 
sweet Grocery 
I ltphone1 Mobile Alie" Se.Jes S1Mc1 
Hiil 1 u111  tlaby & r1d1 : ltA•cM 
royo Sport LUQQ•O• 
l'V I Mi Homo Appl1enc. 1 
Y!g~r~lt.£:2!J.!l!..!._ 
The client can select the d sired dcparun 'nl from th drop-down list, 
then click "go' button. 
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• Search product detail by keywords 
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help 
:: SEARCH» BEVERAGES DEPARTMENT 
Fnter Pmouct's kAy1,'-10rii [.~~.~.'.~ j[§!] 
Hiii! : : VISMIPl'tll : : lft SHOW WAY : · ID IHDW WIY : SlllCM 
The client can type in the product keywords and click "go" button to load 
the search result. 
• Search result found 
rNo r:dlt View favorites Tools nelp 
(te"k · 
: · SEARCH>> BEVERAGES DEPARTMENT 
• v•· s~o•~•r<o 
> "" StjOWWA.'r 
I[§!) 
2'0$HOWWA'¥ 
I> SURCH 
------=-!ll1 
r--,---.,r,odvrt N1Hllf' Yto W)ltl MolL\fl T1H 
r-·rnd1Jr t Hr ml! YE (I I HAP ~[1'1(1 (MAlAYf;!A) lH: HI V\fJ 
l1r1JJU(111mi ib'(i 
Pr1.1ilultN.i1111t Ytu1 l•hLnu11.1.A1• 
P10J,o1 ll""d vto llW' "LtJrl (M"IA~~illl) Dlkl1A11 
Pr111l1J11 l1t1l1t 1,tl.l 
r'r1Jtl111 I A1110u111 Xl 
l'rrJdvr1 (J1•l10I /IL11T1l0.l4 ptrkt )111! Ol1t1tl 
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The client can view all the searched result by scrolling down the tab bar. 
The product's detail is shown and client can click on the product image 
to view the product location in VR show way in a new windows. 
·- 
The VR show way loaded after click on the product images. 
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• Search result not found 
AdmlrotluUnr LOOlfl 
: : SEARCH» BEVERAGES DEPARTMEI rr 
No result found page will be shown if there rs no match for the client 
1.2.7 
En!E-1 Product\ l(eyword .1[§i] 
:: RESULT 
No re~utl found 
HDMl :: VISMIPPIMG :: fl IHIW WAY : : 211Hlll WIY :: llHCM 
i)-;;,. -- -------·---- 
search item. 
Contact Us 
F~e (dit View F'tv'Dllhu Toolt Help 
WEI o.-..11':i!i \'JN Ptl Yl:!E 
> HOM~ ··CONTACT US 
vvu o:u.J.•'• LAJ WOAN YUN 
) io SH0WW4Y 
lll•ll!ilt\lf1Jt(l1.,1111•lf Al111o1t1l•l'"'•••<1<'1l 
·~-········""'""""''"''"'"'"·-·------ 
I 00 
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The client can click on the name hyperlink to email to the VR hyper 
mart administrator. 
1.3 Admin Back Office Section 
1.3.1 Log In 
0'''" 0 0 @ (.,) /h""' '!('"°"' ., ... ~. 0 ~· !iii Sl l J -,,. ~ lfll 
..................................................... 11..... • .. 
The administrator need to authorize log in by enter their user name and 
password, and then click the 'submit' button to proceed. If the username 
or password is not matched, the administrator can not go any further. ff 
successfully Jog in, the administrator will b lead to the Main page. 
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1.3.2 Main Page 
File Ecit WM Fevorl:e5 Tool:$ Help 
,, ..... !M;l-friW·B;;·c;;i(ii""······ .. 
~lew1Dele1e Records 
r-- ··fEdii·R·eco·,ct· ... 
I I 
The administrator can select which functions to proceed from the main 
page. The functions are Add new records, View/delete records and Edit 
record. 
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1.3.3 Add New Record 
File Edt: \liew FevorJ:-es Tools Help 
http://louihost/l'thypermMt/bad-.oftice/newrew'd.php 
:Product Denanment 
1P1odu1;11rnaue 
!plcsflmageNameulO 
I 
1Producl Name I ..... 
troduclBrand 
I 
jProductPnce 
[P·;·~~-~~i·A~~~~;· 
)Produc\De1all 
:Producl penartment 10 
I 
Add New Record 
Main 
r;;;'~ra,;; . 
f incs/beverac~i ci l 
I\·~·~··~·· G'nen Tea · 
i .. 
iiYeo' • 
fue 
r•s 
l.~601111 each 
l'dop{O~ 
.. .!.~ p~••e·t ..J 
Ma Jn 
The administrator needs to select the desired department from the 
drop-down list, next to fill in the product detail. Click on the "Submit" 
button to add new record to database or "Reset" button to reset the filled 
details. 
~ )· 
1 I 
;ProduclDepartmenl 
P1oduttlmage 
IPlt1flmageN1me gl~ 
PtMUCI N0imo 
troaucl8rand 
1P1odurtPrtre 
P1 o!JuGI Amount 
ProUullD1:h1lt 
Product DllP!lr1rnen110 
Add New Recotd 
Main 
Ntw record 11 nved 
- - Select Depart.ent - - 
I 
f[Suboi1 J L"uttj 
I O.l 
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The new record is saved page shown after successfully added new 
record to the database. The administrator can continue add new records 
or click on "Main" to return to the main page. 
1.3.4 View/Delete Record 
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The administrator needs to select the desired department from the 
drop-down list in the list record page to view the selected department's 
products. 
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The administrator needs to select and click the desired product name 
from the list in the list record page to view the product's detail. 
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List Record page by click on the "List Records" link or go back to the 
Main page by click on the "Main" link. 
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The administrator needs to check on the selected product's check box 
and clicking the "delete" button to delete the items, The administrator 
can checked more than one item. 
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The record(s) deleted page shown after successfully delete record(s) 
from the database. The administrator can continue view/delete records 
or dick on "Main" to return to the main page. 
1.3.5 Edit Record 
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The administrator needs to select the desired department from the 
drop-down list in the list record page to further edit the selected 
department's products. 
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The administrator needs to select and click the desired pr duct name 
from the list in the list record page to further edit the product's detail. 
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ShowR.eco1d 
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The administrator can edit the product's detail after clicked on the 
product name in the previous pages. Click on the "Submit" button to 
save the edited record to database. The administrator can go back to the 
List Record page by click on the "List Records" link or go back to the 
Main page by click on the "Main" link. 
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The record is updates page shown after successfully edit record from 
the database. The administrator can go back to the List Record page by 
click on the "List Records" link or go back to the Main page by click on 
the "Main" link. 
1.3.6 Log Out 
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The administrator requires clicking on the log out in the mam page 
button to log out. The administrator can re-log in from the successfully 
log out page. 
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